Overbed Tables
Overbed tables combine attractive, ergonomic design with infection-resistant features uniquely suited
to the healthcare environment. Choose between two low-profile base designs offering complete mobility
and height adjustment from 29” to 43”.

Bedside cabinets are available in a variety of door and drawer configurations.
Can’t find what you’re looking for in our extensive product offering? Just ask!
Bedside Cabinets

TBCAB-A

TBCAB-B

TBCAB-C

TBCAB-F

Bedside Cabinets with Aluminum Trim

TBCAB-DHD
Heavy Duty

Overbed Tables

Overbed Table, H Base with Fold-Down Side Table
ATCABNR-A

ATCABNR-B

ATCABNR-C

Tops

Laminates
Spec’s laminate options are virtually endless. Choose
from any standard Wilsonart, Nevamar, Formica, Arborite
or Pionite laminate.

Tops are .75” thick and available in rectangle or kidney shapes
with laminate or thermofoil.

Fold-down side
table (available in
thermofoil only).

Bases

Options

Available in H Base or U Base designs. Bases are low profile,
at 1.75” high. Standard in Graphite Grey or Nevada.

TOVERBED-U

TOVERBED-H

Thermofoil: Wild Apple; Metal: Graphite Grey

Optional hideaway vanity
with mirror.

Spill collector edge
is standard on
thermofoil tops.

Optional wire basket
attaches to column.

Tel: 416 246 5550
Fax: 416 246 5549

Toll Free: 1 888 761 7732
specit@specfurniture.com

Thermofoil
Bedside tops and fronts, as well as overbed tables, are available
in eight standard thermofoil finishes.

Libretti

Brazilian
Walnut

Hard Rock
Maple

Dark
Walnut

Wild
Apple

Wild
Cherry

Antique
White

Almond

specfurniture.com

Spec Furniture is a registered trademark of Spec Furniture Inc. Spec is proud of the contribution of our design team and our employees.

PATIENT ROOMS

Bedside Cabinets
Bedside cabinets are available with or
without aluminum side trim in a variety
of drawer and door configurations.
Choose from additional features
including removable plastic drawer
liners for easy cleanability or cam lock
drawers and doors for added security.
Rear ventilation holes are standard
in all cabinets.
An abundance of finish options and
features makes it easy to add style
and function to any patient room.

PRODUCT FINISHES
(left)
Cabinet: Arborite W-433
Metal Finish: Silver
Overbed: Arborite W-433
Metal Finish: Nevada
(middle)
Laminate: Arborite W-433

Bedside Cabinet, 2 Drawer with Floating Top; Overbed Table, U Base with Kidney Top and Wire Basket

Bedside Cabinet, 3 Drawer; Midway Highback Chair

Aluminum Trim Bedside Cabinet, 1 Drawer with Open Shelf

(right)
Thermofoil: Wild Apple
Metal Finish: Silver

Patient Rooms
Help create inviting patient rooms with Spec’s overbed tables and bedside cabinets. Developed
specifically for healthcare applications, our patient room furniture delivers a striking combination
of function and form.
Choose from laminate or thermofoil for ease of cleaning and to assist in infection control. With
Spec’s many design and finish options, creating a warm and comfortable environment is simple!

Gallery rail

Spill collector
edge available on
thermofoil tops

Arc handle in brushed
nickel (standard)

Optional straight handle
in brushed nickel

Optional integrated pull

Cabinet with offset
aluminum trim for
added durability

Cabinet with post leg

Optional extended
base platform for
added stability

Lockable casters
available

Option of NAUF
particleboard for cabinets

